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The Red Sea Biological Station of the University of Egypt 

By DR. CYRIL CROSSLAND 

T HE decision of the University of Egypt to build 
a biological station in the Red Sea, and the 

advantages of the site selected at Ghardaqa (Hurg
hada) have already been discussed in these columns 1 • 

The station is now in use. Further experience shows 
that the heat and humidity of the northern part of 
the Red Sea need not deter visitors whose only free 
time is the summer vacation. The lower tides and 
more regular winds make outdoor work easier then, 
and the temperature of the water is normal for the 
tropical fauna. 

The Anglo-Egyptian Oilfields' steam ers communi
·cate with Suez twice a week and supply fresh pro
·visions and water. In consequence, the usual diffi-

pier extending across the shore reef, 150 metres from 
the beach. 

3. There is no general aquarium or central tank 
room, each worker having a room 5 m. x 5 m., with 
cement and other tanks. 

4. It is no small advantage of the desert site that 
m arks on reefs, cages, etc., put out in the sea, are 
safe from human disturbance. 

The buildings are of wood, with asbestos roofs, as 
in a maritime climate comfort depends on free move
ment of air rather than on insulation. 

The pier and laboratories are sho·wn in the accom
panying illustration (Fig. 1), with the laboratory 
fleet; namely, two sailing boats and a launch. On 

FIG. 1. The Red Sea Biological Station of the University of Egypt. 

-culties of desert life are not felt. There is also a 
post and telegraph office with which the station is 
connected by telephone. 

Every variety of coral reef is to be found within 
reach of the Laboratory. The patches in harbour, 

50 yards or less from the Laboratory, are as rich 
growths as any in the world ; outside these are two 
distinct barriers, the inner of which, if it was formed 
by coral growth, shows little now and is certainly not 
extending. They form together with the intervening 
waters a remarkably rich collecting ground, and there 
are abundant facilities for practical experimentation 
on the reefs and their slopes and on the shores. 

The station is on a somewhat novel plan, the desert 
site having several distinct advantages :-

1. The buildings are scattered over a considerable 
area so that all are open to every breath of wind. 

2. The water at the pier-end is as pure as that 
miles off-shore in temperate seas and for all ordinary 
purposes filtration is not necessary. To take full 
advantage of this, the laboratory is placed as near 
to the sea-water supply as possible, namely, on a 

the pier end, the thermograph and tide gauge are just 
visible. Then the little lean-to shed containing the 
sea-water pump is seen with the small tank above. 

The long building contains three biological research 
rooms and one chemical room; the latter, though 
without concrete tanks, can be used also for biological 
research, . as it has circulating water and a movable 
aquarium bench. The building in front of the main 
laboratory combines store and a laboratory for rough 
work, and in front of this again is a store for fuel for 
the launch. 

Fresh water is brought by boat, from which it is 
pumped to the small tank on top of the slender 
masonry tower appearing in front of the laboratory, 
whence it flows to the main tank on shore. The air 
compressor is in the lean-to against the end wall of 
the laboratory. 

The buildings at the shoreward end of the pier 
comprise office, stores, workshops, power house and 
garages, with bungalows for the staff and visitors. 
Huts for servants and sailors are at a little distance 
behind. The station thus takes the form of a village. 
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Effort has been made to deliver water in the 
laboratories as little changed as possible from that 
at the pier head ; all the pipes and taps are of cellu
loid; the pump, electrically driven, is stoneware lined. 
The concrete tank is as small as possible, its water 
being renewed two or three times in the 24 hours. 
This arrangement has proved eminently successful. 
Corals, some alcyonarians, echinoderms and fish 
seem able to live in the tanks indefinitely ; the huge 
scarlet nudibranch, Hexabranchus sanguineus, Chrom
odoris quadricolor, the gaily coloured Balistes 
aculeatus, the great anemone Actinia quadricolor and 
its active hunter, the bright little fish Amphiprion 
bicinctus, are among the species which have been kept 
alive for many weeks. 

The launch is open, 35 feet long, with 30 H.P. 

paraffin engine and auxiliary sail as a safeguard. It 
is fitted with a winch for hauling nets, circulating 
sea-water pump, hand-winch for water bottles, and a 
Lucas sounding machine. Of the two sailing boats, 
the larger brings freshwater from the Oilfields' piers 

and the smaller is used for fishing. Dredges and 
trawls of the usual kinds are provided, together with 
the simpler oceanographical apparatus. 

Microscopes and all ordinary glassware and re
agents are provided for biological and physiological 
work and for chemical researches. The library is at 
present small, but it contains the reports of the 
principal tropical expeditions, etc., and a series of 
periodicals. 

Applications for accommodation should be made 
to the Director and should include approximate dates 
of arrival and departure, the work it is intended to 
do, and any special arrangements desired. On arrival 
in Egypt, a telegram should be sent (address Bio
logical Station, Hurghada) on receipt of which the 
Director will arrange passages from Suez. Living 
accommodation at the station consists of three 
small bungalows, simply but comfortably furnished, 
and a cook is provided. 

1 NATURE, 124, 991, Dec. 27, 192g, 

Solid Products of Carbonisation of Coal 

DURING the last fifteen years, a flood of publi
cations on the properties of cokes has appeared, 

much of it scientifically interesting, but uncorrelated 
with industrial practice. When large-scale processes, 
for example, the blast fumace, are in question, this 
is understandable, for conditions are complex and 
often elude experimental control. Although such 
difficulties are less evident with small-scale opera
tions, such as the open and closed domestic fires, 
there is no large volume of published careful experi
mental work about them. Nevertheless, these publi
cations have shown that the behaviour of a fuel in 
an open grate can be related to its properties ascer
tainable in the laboratory. Now a brochure issued 
by the South Metropolitan Gas Co.* reveals that its 
chemical staff has been studying this subject for a 
decade past. It is a comprehensive monograph dis
closing a considerable body of work which is, in a 
large measure, parallel in scope and conclusions with 
previously published results. The experimental 
methods used, some of which are novel, will interest 
students of coke. 

Converging evidence detailed points to 700° as the 
critical temperature dividing 'high' and 'low' tem
perature carbonisation. The South Metropolitan 
Gas Co. carries on both types of manufacture, and 
the experimental work recorded covers both. As few 

• South Metropolitan Gas Company: Chemical Department. The 
Solid Products of the Carbonisation of Coal. Pp. 123 +4 plates. 
(London: South Metropolitan Gas Co., 1934.) 3s. 6d. net. 

concems are in this position, the experience recorded 
is of special importance. 

Mention may be made of one test of general 
interest. A library room was heated on altemate 
days throughout winter with coal and "Metro
Coalite" in an ordinary grate under the control of 
the normal occupant of the room. Careful measure
ments showed that the weight of coal used was the 
greater in the proportion of 1·37 to l. This higher 
efficiency compensates for the greater cost of the 
"Metro-Coalite", and is a necessary consequence of 
its lower proportion of volatile matter. The fuel with 
the higher carbon content has the advantage as a 
source of radiation, and from this point of view, 
volatile matter in coal is not merely an objectionable 
source of smoke, but rather an expensive luxury. 

The advantage of high carbon content is greatest 
with high temperature cokes, and in suitably designed 
appliances this advantage is being increasingly 
realised. The South Metropolitan Gas Co. was active 
in developing grates designed to bum cokes, and 
experimental work in the subject is recorded. A 
recent estimate places the number of coke-burning 
grates sold last year at 69,000. Such a measure of 
popularity is to be explained by the fact that high 
efficiency is combined with cheapness of fuel and 
economy of labour. As the fuel is smokeless, the 
popularisation of such appliances is an important 
contribution to public hygiene. H. J. H. 

Psychological Needs in Animals 

PROF. DAVID KATZ (Rostock) in an address 
on "Some Problems of the Psychology of 

Needs" to Section J (Psychology) of the British 
Association at Aberdeen pointed out that the study 
of needs .seems to be one of the most important 
tasks of modem psychology. A general view of the 
whole range of needs (vital, social, artistic and 
religious) must first be undertaken. this 
been achieved, two other tasks remam to be m
vestigated: (l) the objects which serve the satis
faction of needs, (2) the methods by which the needs 

are satisfied. Different needs all reveal the same 
fundamental laws, but no other need offers, from the 
point of view of content and method, such a profit
able object of investigation as the satisfaction of 
hunger. 

The laws of the satisfaction of hunger reveal the 
fundamental dynamic relations of all needs, how 
they are influenced by inner and outer factors and 
by historical factors which are partly rational and 
partly irrational. The concept of need may in some 
fields be more helpful than the concept of instinct, 
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